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Abstract
This paper uses data on foreign stock ownership in Japan from 1975 to 1991 to examine the determinants of the home bias in portfolio holdings. Existing models of international portfolio choice
predicting that foreign investors hold national market portfolios or portfolios tilted towards nigh
expected return stocks are inconsistent with the evidence provided in this paper. We document that
foreign investors overweight shares of firms in manufacturing industries, large firms, firms with
good accounting performance, firms with low unsystematic risk, and firms with low leverage.
Controlling for size, there is evidence that small firms that export more have greater foreign ownersnip. Foreign investors do not perform significantly worse than if they held the Japanese market
portfolio, however. After controlling for firm size, there is no evidence that foreign ownership is
related to expected returns of shares. We show that a model with size-based informational asymmetries and deadweight costs can yield asset allocations consistent with our evidence.

Section 1. Introduction.
Over the last twenty-five years, we have seen a dramatic decrease in obstacles to international portfolio investment. Twenty-five years ago, most countries had restrictions on foreign exchange transactions that limited cross-border portfolio investment. Few developed countries have
such restrictions now and many emerging countries are eliminating them. Often, countries would
forbid inbound foreign portfolio investment altogether. Now, few countries do so, but many countries still have limitations on foreign ownership. Finally, the lack of tax harmonization meant that
foreign investors often would find it difficult to get refunds or credits for taxes paid abroad. This is
less of a problem now. This evolution does not mean that all obstacles have disappeared. Nevertheless, investors in most countries can now invest abroad through mutual funds and even direct ownersnip of foreign shares more easily than they could twenty-five years ago.
Many financial economists have noticed that even though the barriers to international investment have fallen dramatically, foreign ownership of shares is still extremely limited and much
smaller than one would expect in the absence of barriers to international investment.1 In particular,
if investors care only about the mean and the variance of the real return of their invested wealth, and
if barriers to international investment are as small as many observers suggest, one would expect
investors, as a first approximation, to hold the world market portfolio of stocks. All the available
data on ownership of shares shows that shares are mostly held by domestic residents, at least for
large countries such as the U.S. and Japan. Several explanations have been suggested for this socalled home bias in portfolios, but so far no explanation seems to be generally accepted.
All the existing investigations of the home bias use country-wide data rather than firmspecific data. In other words, we know that foreign investors hold too few Japanese shares, but we
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See French and Poterba (1991), Cooper and Kaplanis (1994), and Tesar and Werner (1995) for papers
that document this phenomenon.
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do not know how their holdings in Japan are divided among shares. In this study, we provide new
insights into the home-bias paradox by using disaggregated data for Japan. Although foreign investment in Japan is interesting on its own merits, Japan also happens to be the only large country
that we know of where detailed data on holdings by foreign investors are available. In many countries, some shares cannot be bought by foreign investors or can only be bought by foreign investors.2
For these countries, therefore, one can get an estimate of shares held by foreign investors, but these
estimates reflect binding constraints on foreign ownership. In the case of Japan, the foreign ownership constraints are not binding and therefore the data on foreign ownership reflects the choices of
foreign investors. We use a dataset that provides foreign ownership for individual firms in Japan for
a period of seventeen years.
The most robust result we find is that foreign investors invest primarily in large firms: on
average, they hold 7.66% of the equity of the firms in the top size quintile, in contrast to 1.80% of
the equity of firms in the smallest size quintile. Throughout our sample period, foreign investors in
Japan overweight holdings of firms in manufacturing industries, firms with good accounting performance, firms with low leverage, firms with nigh market-to-book ratios, and firms with low unsystematic risk relative to the holdings of the Japanese market portfolio. For a subset of firms, we have
data on the ratio of exports to total sales. We find that there is greater foreign ownership for small
firms that have a nigh exports to sales ratio, but that the exports to sales ratio is not important for
foreign ownership in large firms.
The home-bias literature has emphasized that investors do not hold the world market portfolio. We show that, in addition, when investors invest outside their home country, they do not hold
the market portfolio of the countries in which they invest. The evidence presented in this paper is
inconsistent with simple explanations of the home bias that focus on obstacles to holding foreign
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shares that are common to all shares in a country. We show, in the context of a mean-variance
model, the type of barriers to international investment that can explain a home bias as well as the
relative holdings of foreign securities. In particular, for a model with information asymmetries between domestic and foreign investors to be consistent with the data, it must be that these information
asymmetries are smaller for large firms than for small firms.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we review the literature on the determinants of
foreign portfolio investment. In Section 3, we present a simple model of portfolio holdings within a
foreign country. Section 4 describes our data and provides summary measures of foreign investment
in Japan per year for our sample period. In Section 5, we show univariate evidence on the crosssectional variation in ownership. We investigate the determinants of foreign ownership using multivariate regressions in Section 6. In Section 7, we study whether foreign ownership is related to the
ratio of exports to total sales for a subset of firms. Section 8 evaluates the performance of foreign
investors in Japan relative to the performance of the market. Section 9 analyzes whether foreign
ownership helps explain the cross-sectional variation of returns. In Section 10, we show the implications of our evidence for models of international portfolio choice. A conclusion is provided in
Section 11.

Section 2. The determinants of foreign portfolio investment: A review of the literature.
Since the late 1960s, it is well-known that investing abroad reduces the variance of a portfolio because foreign shares exhibit a low correlation with domestic shares. Although much of this
literature focuses on the perspective of a U.S. investor, this general finding holds for investors everywhere. This literature focuses on the variance reduction resulting from international diversification
and generally assumes that international diversification has no significant effect on a portfolio's expected return. With this assumption, this literature implies that international diversification unambi-
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guously improves the performance of the portfolio of an investor who ranks portfolios according to
their mean and variance of return.
In the presence of barriers to international investment, it is possible for international diversification to reduce the variance of a portfolio's return and to reduce its mean return as well. This
implies that the studies that focus on the variance reduction benefits of international diversification
are not by themselves sufficient to make the case for international diversification. To make that
case, one has to argue that expected returns are such that the variance reduction benefit of international diversification is not offset by lower expected returns. One way to make the case for international diversification is to show that the domestic market portfolio is an inefficient portfolio when
investors are allowed to hold foreign assets as well as domestic assets. This is a hard case to make
because there are multiple barriers to international investment that are difficult to identify and
whose impact varies across investors. Nominal returns on foreign shares may therefore not correspond to the returns that accrue to non-resident investors. By all accounts, though, these barriers
have fallen dramatically over the last twenty-five years, so that one would have expected a substantial increase in foreign investment.
Many papers have recently pointed out that despite this decrease in barriers to international
investment, investors allocate only a very small fraction of their portfolio to foreign investments.
French and Poterba (1991) and Cooper and Kaplanis (1994) argue that to explain the observed
portfolio allocations of investors, barriers to international investment would have to be more substantial than most observers seem to think they are. In particular, they suggest that these barriers
would have to be much larger than withholding taxes which often are mentioned as the most significant observable deterrent to foreign investment. Based on their arguments, it seems implausible to
argue that the limited international diversification of portfolios is due only to observable barriers to
international investment, at least for the industrialized countries. It seems also improbable that the
threat of the imposition of barriers could account for the existing portfolio allocations. If investors
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felt that there is some small probability that they might have trouble repatriating their holdings, the
expected return on their foreign shares would be lower than the expected return for residents. As
long as this political risk does not materialize, investors will look like they are insufficiently diversified internationally. A problem with this argument is that money markets seem well-integrated at
short maturities and hence do not reflect potential political risks. Hence, to make the political risk
argument convincing, one has to provide a rationale why foreign investors would be more at risk
with equities than with short-term money market instruments.
If barriers to international investment cannot alone explain the limited diversification within
industrialized countries, what can? It may well be that no single factor explains this limited diversification, but that many factors together succeed in explaining it. One possibility is that investors do
not rank portfolios according to their mean return and variance of return. They might tailor their
asset holdings to hedge against changes in variables that matter to them.3 For instance, they might
want to hold a portfolio that is hedged against unanticipated changes in the purchasing power of
their currency, that has a return negatively correlated with the return to their human capital, or that
has a return that is correlated with the spot rate of interest. One can think of many variables that
affect an investor's expected utility and hence might affect her portfolio. In a setting where investors
hedge against unanticipated changes in state variables, it may well be that limited diversification is
optimal even though markets are fully integrated internationally. However, hedging against state
variables often seems to imply that investors should have portfolios overweighted in foreign securities rather than in domestic securities. For instance, it would seem more likely that foreign securities
have returns negatively correlated with the returns to human capital and with the purchasing power
of the investor's domestic currency. Cooper and Kaplanis (1994) show, for instance, that hedging
purchasing power risks cannot explain the home bias. Using a fully specified general equilibrium
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Stulz (1981a) argues that investors' desire to hedge against unanticipated changes in their consumption
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model, Uppal (1993) provides a model where a home bias emerges only if risk aversion is low. If
investors are more risk-averse than investors with logarithmic utility as one would expect, his model
predicts a reverse home bias. Finally, Baxter and Jermann (1993) and Baxter, Jermann, King (1994)
argue that taking into account the return to human capital should lead U.S. investors to be short in
the U.S. market portfolio of traded securities because the return to human capital are so highly correlated with the return to the U.S. market portfolio of traded securities.
The last avenue of research for explaining the home bias assumes that investors from different countries have different predictive distributions for stock returns. French and Poterba (1990)
argue that the holdings of Japanese investors in the U.S. and the holdings of U.S. investors in Japan
could be understood if Japanese investors are substantially more optimistic about the expected return of Japanese shares than American investors. Shiller, Kon-ya and Tsutsui (1990) provide some
survey evidence consistent with the view that investors are more optimistic about their own market
relative to foreign investors. An alternative approach to generate different predictive distributions is
to assume that the information sets of domestic and foreign investors differ in such a way that resident investors typically know more about a security than foreign investors.4 Such an approach implies that holding foreign securities is riskier than holding domestic securities provided that the risks
associated with the existence of information asymmetries are not diversifiable and provided that, in
equilibrium, prices are not folly revealing.

Gehrig (1993) develops a two-period two risky assets noisy rational expectations equilibrium where a
home bias emerges. Low (1993) has a continuous-time model where investors are asymmetrically informed and a home bias results. Brennan and Cao (1995) have an intertemporal noisy rational expectations model which has a home bias and also makes predictions about capital flows. Although not studying the home bias, Zhou (1994) provides a dynamic noisy rational expectations model where some investors know more about one stock and others know more about another stock.
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Section 3. A simple model of portfolio choice in a foreign country.
In this section, we provide a simple model to show the implications of existing models of
international portfolio choice for holdings of securities by foreign investors in the domestic country.
We assume away foreign exchange risk since it cannot be an explanation for the home bias.5 We
also assume that all investors can borrow or lend at the domestic risk-free rate R, so that money
markets are internationally integrated. To simplify the analysis further, we assume that (Al) there
are only two countries, the domestic country and the foreign country, (A2) domestic and foreign
securities are uncorrelated, (A3) security prices follow lognormal diffusions with constant drift
vector [i + R and variance-covariance matrix V, and (A4) all investors have the same logarithmic
utility function. With our assumption that investors have logarithmic utility functions, no hedging
motive arises for asset holdings.
Since we assume that security returns are uncorrelated across countries and that all investors have the same utility function, the portfolio of domestic securities held by investors in the absence of barriers to international investment is:

where w is the portfolio of domestic securities held by all investors. In the absence of barriers to
international investment, all investors hold the same portfolio of domestic risky securities and that
portfolio must therefore be the market portfolio of domestic risky securities.
We now consider the impact on the portfolio of domestic securities held by foreign investors
of three types of barriers to international investment discussed in the literature formally or informally. Since Tesar and Werner (1995) document that foreign investors trade more than domestic
5

Foreign exchange risk can be eliminated through hedging cheaply for large holdings of securities from
the major equity markets. Hence, if foreign exchange risk is an obstacle to internation diversification,
one would expect investors to invest in mutual funds hedged against foreign exchange risk.
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investors, differential transaction costs do not seem to be a significant barrier to international investment and we therefore ignore this possibility in the following analysis.
The first type of barriers we consider is a fixed lump sum dissipative cost that has to be
paid before a foreign investor can invest in the domestic country. This might be a knowledge acquisition cost, such that the foreign investor has to learn about domestic securities before she can
invest in them. If this cost is the same for all foreign investors and does not depend on the amount
invested, the investors with low wealth will choose not to invest in the domestic country because the
benefits of international diversification are not sufficient to compensate them for the acquisition
cost. To see this, note that a foreign investor can invest in domestic securities and by doing so can,
for a given volatility of invested wealth, increase the expected return on her portfolio. This increase
in expected return has to be balanced against the fixed cost that has to be paid to invest in the domestic country. For some investors, the net gain from investing in the domestic country will be
negative. If a foreign investor invests in the domestic country, the fixed cost is sunk and she holds
the domestic market portfolio. Consequently:

Proposition 1 (Sunk cost model) .With a fixed cost of investing in the domestic country,
there is a threshold level of wealth, W*, such that foreign investors with wealth W > W* invest in the domestic country and the other foreign investors do not.

The second type of barriers to international investment we consider is the one modelled in
Stulz (1981b). In that paper, investors suffer a deadweight cost on their foreign investments that is
proportional to the amount invested. The deadweight cost for short positions may differ from the
deadweight cost for long positions. Since Japan prohibits short-sales for foreign investors, we assume here that the deadweight loss for short positions is infinite and that the deadweight loss on long
positions is c per dollar invested. With such a deadweight loss, some securities may not be held by
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foreign investors. These securities will be the ones where the diversification benefit from holding
them does not compensate the investor for the deadweight cost. In the case where the deadweight
cost is such that foreign investors invest in all domestic securities, then the optimal portfolio of domestic securities for domestic investors, Wd, and the optimal portfolio of these securities for foreign
investors, Wf, are given by:

The portfolio held by domestic investors is the tangency portfolio in mean-variance space. Foreign
investors do not hold that portfolio because they face deadweight costs that are proportionately more
onerous for securities that have low expected returns. The following result holds in this case:

Proposition 2 (Deadweight cost model). The expected return on the portfolio of domestic
securities held by foreign investors gross of deadweight costs is greater than the expected
return on the portfolio of domestic securities held by domestic investors. Further, if foreign
investors hold positive amounts of all domestic securities, then their portfolio of domestic
securities has more of security i than the portfolio of domestic investors if security i's
weight in the tangency portfolio is greater than in the minimum variance portfolio of domestic securities.

Rudd (1977) and Roll and Ross (1977) show that it is difficult to obtain qualitative results about the
investment proportions in efficient portfolios, even for the minimum-variance portfolio. Nevertheless, the minimum-variance portfolio must have smaller holdings of some securities with high expected returns than the tangency portfolio and larger holdings of other securities with low expected
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returns, since its expected return is lower than the tangency portfolio's expected return. To the extent that there is a size effect in expected returns, this would imply that foreign investors hold a portfolio more weighted towards small firms than domestic investors. The reason for this is straightforward. With barriers to international investment, stocks that have low expected excess returns earn
no risk premium for foreign investors because their low expected excess returns are offset by the
deadweight costs of holding these securities.
Lastly, we consider the case where foreign investors are less well informed than domestic
investors about the distribution of the returns of domestic securities. In the extreme case where foreign investors can only use historical information to forecast returns and where domestic investors
know the true distribution of the returns, we can use Williams (1977) to show that foreign investors
use ((t+l)/t)V as the variance-covariance matrix of their predictive distribution, where t is the length
of the period of time since the start of their sample. In a continuous-time setting, Williams (1977)
shows that investors always know the true variance-covariance matrix but not the true expected return. In the case we consider, where the investment opportunity set is constant, investors eventually
learn the true mean as they obtain more data. It would be possible to extend the analysis to the case
where the true drift vector changes stochastically over time and reach similar results.6 At any point
in time, though, investors' estimates of expected returns differ from the true expected returns. Since
foreign investors' estimate of the expected returns are unbiased, the expected home bias resulting
from this model is that foreign investors hold fewer domestic securities because they are more uncertain about the distribution of the returns of these securities than they are about the distribution of the
returns of securities in their home country. However, it can be shown that:

6

Low (1993) provides such an extension for the case where foreign investors can only hold the domestic
market portfolio in the domestic country. See also Detemple (1986), Gennotte (1986) and Dothan and
Feldman (1986) for results on portfolio selection in a one-country setting when investors have to learn
about a stochastically changing drift vector.
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Proposition 3 (Asymmetric information model). If foreign investors have diffuse priors
about domestic securities and form more precise priors using historical data only, they
hold the same portfolio of domestic securities as domestic investors if these investors know
the true distribution of returns.

To summarize, in this section we examined three different models that lead to a home bias.
The sunk cost and the asymmetric information models predict that foreign and domestic investors
hold the same portfolio of domestic securities, whereas the deadweight cost model predicts that foreign investors hold a portfolio of domestic securities that has a greater expected return than the portfolio held by domestic investors.

Section 4. The data.
In Japan, shares are registered. This makes it possible for a firm to know the distribution of
the ownership of its shares among various categories of owners. Since there are (nonbinding) restrictions on foreign ownership, foreign owners of shares form a category of shareholders. Firms
report foreign ownership, and it can be collected from annual reports and stock guides. This ownership data is available from the Pacific-Basin Capital Market Research Center (PACAP) files. In this
paper, we use the data reported on these files, which is available from 1975 to 1991. For each firm,
it provides foreign ownership as of the end of the fiscal year (which is March 31 for many Japanese
firms).
Table 1 provides a summary of our data. In the second column, we show for each year the
number of firms for which foreign ownership data is available and the number of firms for which
foreign ownership or market value of equity data is missing from the files. It is immediately apparent that the proportion of firms for which data are missing falls steadily throughout our sample period. In the last sample year, 1991, we have data for 1452 firms and 13 firms have missing data. In
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Table 1
Equally- and value-weighted foreign ownership for nonfinancial Japanese firms by year.
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contrast, in the first sample year, 1975, we have data for 868 firms and missing data for 385 firms.
To obtain summary statistics of foreign ownership, one could proceed in at least two different ways.
First, one could compute the percentage of shares owned by foreign investors for each firm and
construct an equally-weighted average. This number is given for each year in the third column. The
equally-weighted measure of foreign ownership is quite small. It never exceeds 6%. It exhibits a
humped-shaped pattern: foreign ownership first increases and then falls, reaching a peak in 1984.
This humped-shaped pattern is also documented by French and Poterba (1990) based on aggregated
Tokyo Stock Exchange data, and they argue that such a pattern is especially puzzling in light of the
fact that barriers to international investment decrease throughout the 1980s for investors wanting to
invest in Japan. Second, one could add up the market capitalization of all the firms for which we
have data and compute the market value of the shares held by foreign investors as a percentage of
this market capitalization. We provide this measure in the last column of table 1. The valueweighted measure of foreign ownership is always larger than the equally-weighted measure by at
least 50%. This difference reflects an important characteristic of the portfolios held by foreign investors that we will discuss throughout the paper: Foreign investors overweight large firms in their
portfolios.
The firms with missing data are not included in the estimates of foreign investment reported
in table 1. If these firms have more foreign investment than the firms used in that table, then we
would be underestimating foreign investment. We found, however, that including the firms for which
market value data is missing but foreign ownership data is available in our computations of the
equally-weighted measure of foreign ownership would not change our conclusions. However, few
firms have missing data in the last years of our sample period. Another issue with the data we use is
that it could be the case that there are reporting errors or biases that lead some foreign investors to
be counted as domestic investors and some domestic investors could be counted as foreign investors
because they use a foreign vehicle to invest in Japan. We have no clear way of assessing the impor-
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tance of these biases. Finally, Japanese firms issued large amounts of convertible debt and debt with
warrants offshore in the second half of the 1980s.7 It could be that the obstacles to holding offshore
debt were smaller for foreign investors than the obstacles to holding domestic shares, so that foreign
investors substituted offshore equity-linked debt for domestic shares. This substitution may play a
role in the decrease in foreign ownership in the second half of the 1980s documented in table 1.
Table 2 provides a different perspective on foreign ownership. Instead of looking at the
whole market, we look at separate industries. For each industry, we report the difference between
the industry's value-weighted foreign ownership and the overall value-weighted ownership. There
are striking patterns of foreign ownership across industries. Throughout our sample period, foreign
investors overweight the manufacturing sector every year, underweight the utilities sector every year
and underweight the services sector every year but one. Surprisingly, they underweight the real estate sector every year for the first eight years of our sample and overweight it every year afterwards.
A similar pattern holds for construction. Finally, the industry with the largest positive deviations of
foreign ownership is agriculture, forestry, fishery and mining, where in 1979, foreign investors hold
a percentage of the industry almost three times the percentage they hold of the whole market. It is
important to note, however, that the deviations for the agriculture, forestry, fishery and mining industry are surprisingly volatile. The data presented in this section show that there is substantial
variation in foreign ownership both through time and across industries. It is especially clear from
these data that foreign investors dramatically underweight regulated industries and have a bias towards manufacturing firms. For instance, in 1984, when foreign investors held 11.31% of the market, they own less than 2% of the transportation and communication industries' market capitalization and just about 2% of the electric power and gas industry.

7

See Kang, Kim, Park and Stulz (1995) for an analysis of Japanese offshore issues.
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Table 2
Deviation of each industry's value-weighted foreign ownership from the overall value-weighted foreign ownership for nonfinancial Japanese firms by year and by industry. The sample size is in parenthesis.
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(Table 2 continued)
Deviation of each industry's value-weighted foreign ownership from the overall
value-weighted foreign ownership

Section 5. Correlations between foreign ownership, firm characteristics, and individual ownership.
Table 3 presents a correlation matrix between foreign ownership, firm characteristics, and
ownership by Japanese individual investors. Since we have a sample comprised of 17 years, we present the data as follows. First, for each year, we compute a correlation matrix using these variables.
To insure that our results are not dominated by outliers, we focus on the Spearman rank correlation.
The individual correlations reported in table 3 are the averages of yearly correlations. For each correlation coefficient, we report the number of estimates that are positive and the number that are
negative. Further, we show for each coefficient the number of coefficients that are significantly
positive at the 0.10 level and the number of coefficients that are significantly negative at the 0.10
level.
The results in table 3 are striking. For most of the variables considered, there is almost no
variation in the sign of the correlation coefficients throughout our sample period and the correlation
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coefficients are almost always significant. We first consider the relations between accounting numbers and foreign ownership:
a) Leverage. Leverage is measured as the ratio of total liabilities and total assets. Every
year in our sample period, there is a significant negative relation between leverage and foreign ownership. Since Japanese individual investors have holdings negatively correlated with leverage, it follows that institutional ownership must be positively correlated with leverage. The average coefficient for Japanese individual investors is about half the value for foreign investors, indicating that
foreign ownership is more sensitive to leverage.
b) Current ratio. We use the current ratio, defined as the ratio of current assets to current
liabilities, as a measure of short-run financial health of a firm. Foreign ownership as well as individual ownership are strongly positively related to the current ratio, but again the average correlation coefficient for Japanese individual ownership is smaller than the average correlation coefficient
for foreign investors.
c) Return on assets. TMs measure of accounting performance is strongly positively correlated with foreign ownership. The correlation coefficient has an average of 0.317, it is positive every
year and significant at the 0.10 level every year also. For Japanese individual investors, the coefficient is 0.035 in contrast.
All three accounting numbers we look at indicate that foreign investors seek safety using
traditional accounting criteria. Foreign investors hold more shares in firms that have low leverage, a
nigh current ratio, and a nigh return on assets. Japanese individual investors follow the same pattern, but much less aggressively. In particular, the relation between Japanese individual investors'
holdings and return on assets is positive for only 14 years and significantly so for only seven years.
We now turn to the data using market values:
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Table 3
Average of yearly Spearman correlation coefficients among several variables during the 1975-1991
period.a Numbers in brackets are those of positive coefficients and those of negative coefficients,
respectively. Numbers in parentheses are those of coefficients which are significantly positive and
those of coefficients which are significantly negative at least at the 0.10 level, respectively.
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a) Beta. For beta, there is a sharp difference between foreign investors and Japanese individual shareholders. For 16 years, there is a positive correlation between foreign ownership and
beta. In contrast, for 15 years there is a negative correlation between Japanese individual ownership
and beta. Whereas foreign investors favor high beta stocks, Japanese individual investors prefer low
beta stocks. To the extent that foreign investors expect high beta stocks to have higher expected returns, this result is supportive of the deadweight cost model.
b) Residual variance. Again, we find a sharp contrast between foreign investors and Japanese individual investors. For 15 years, there is a negative correlation between foreign ownership
and residual variance. For 12 years, there is a positive correlation between individual ownership and
residual variance.
c) Excess return. Foreign investors overweight the stocks that have done well but, as we
will see later, some years they do the opposite. In contrast, Japanese individual investors tend to be
contrarian, but again not every year.
d) Book to market. There is a negative relation between book to market and foreign ownersnip. However, the relation changes during our sample period, going from negative to positive in the
later years of our sample. In contrast, for Japanese individual investors, the relation is positive and
significant at the 0.10 level every year.
e) Market value. This is the strongest result. The average correlation coefficient between
foreign ownership and market value is 0.455. It is positive and significant at the 0.10 level every
year. In contrast, the coefficient for Japanese individual investors is negative every year and significant at the 0.10 level every year. In words, foreign investors overweight large firms and Japanese
individual investors overweight small firms. This result seems inconsistent with all three models discussed in section 3.
Some additional comments on the numbers of Table 3 are useful at this point. First, it is
important to note that the correlation between foreign ownership and firm size has economically
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meaningful implications for foreign ownership. If we divide firms in our sample in size quintiles
every year and then average foreign ownership in quintiles across the sample period, we find the
following means for foreign ownership going from the smallest firm quintile to the largest firm
quintile: 1.21%, 2.38%, 3.32%, 4.94% and 6.97%. Obviously, there is still a home bias when we
focus on the largest firms, but it is smaller. Second, the correlations using market numbers we have
just summarized suggest that foreign investors generally seek safety. They underweight small stocks
and stocks of firms with large residual risk. Since firms with a low book to market would appear to
be healthier firms, one would also expect foreign investors to overweight their portfolios towards
those firms. They indeed do so, but not consistently. Finally, the fact that foreign investors underweight firms with low book-to-market ratios toward the end of our sample period is consistent with
the behavioral explanation of French and Poterba (1991). If foreign investors are more pessimistic
about the Japanese market than Japanese investors, one would expect foreign investors to underweight the stocks which have the highest valuation.
Since Japanese individual investors so strongly prefer small firms and high book-to-market
firms, it comes as no surprise that there is a negative correlation between ownership by Japanese
individual investors and ownership by foreign investors. However, this negative correlation is not
close to minus one. This is not surprising since both foreign investors and Japanese individual investors value low leverage, a nigh current ratio and a nigh return on assets, suggesting that corporate
investors must be underweighted in these shares.

Section 6. Multivariate regression tests.
In section 5, we showed that foreign ownership is correlated with firm characteristics. However, these firm characteristics are correlated among themselves, so that a multivariate regression
approach is needed to have a better understanding of which firm characteristics significantly affect
portfolio choice by foreign investors. We present the first set of results in table 4. For these results,
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we proceeded as follows. Each year, we estimate a cross-sectional regression of foreign ownership
in a firm on the eight explanatory variables. Note that if foreign investors hold the market portfolio
of the domestic country, foreign ownership is the same in each firm and the coefficients of our
cross-sectional multivariate regression should be insignificantly different from zero. Hence, these
coefficients show how foreign investors depart from the market portfolio in their holdings. Rather
than reproduce the coefficient estimates for each year, we aggregate them first for the whole sample
period and then for two subsamples.
The first column of table 4 aggregates the coefficient estimates for 16 regressions. There is
only one explanatory variable that has a significant coefficient each year, namely firm size. Each
year, foreign investors invest more in large firms, controlling for seven other firm characteristics.
The coefficient on leverage is significantly negative in 12 years out of 16, indicating that foreign
investors prefer firms with low leverage. There is a strong book-to-market effect in the first subperiod, but this effect weakens substantially in the second subperiod. In contrast, the return-on-assets
effect is strong in the second half of the sample, but much less so in the first half. The other variables sometimes have significant coefficients, but they do not provide convincing results. The result
that dominates table 4 is the importance of firm size in the investment decisions of foreign investors.
One might be concerned that this reflects a reporting bias, in that the smaller firms might be more
likely to have missing observations. However, if that were the case, one would expect the effect to
falter in the second half of the sample and it does not.
Table 5 provides an alternative approach to estimating the relation between ownership and
firm characteristics. The regressions in table 4 do not exploit the information contained in changes
in ownership over time. One would expect that foreign ownership increases as firms become larger
if indeed the relation between foreign ownership and firm size is not spurious. Table 5 provides regressions that use both cross-sectional and time-series data. The problem with this approach is that
we are restricted to using the firms that have complete data for the whole period. Nevertheless, the
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Table 4
Regression estimates of foreign ownership on explanatory variables. Regression coefficients are the
time-series average from year-by-year regressions for the 1976-1991 period.3 Average t-statistics
are in parentheses. Numbers in brackets are those of coefficients which are significantly positive at
least at the 0.10 level and those of coefficients which are significantly negative at least at the 0.10
level, respectively.
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(Table 4 continued)
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Table 5
Time-series cross-section regression estimates of foreign ownership on explanatory variables. The
Fuller-Battese method is used to estimate the model. Only 519 firms with complete data during the
1975-1991 period are used, t-statistics are in parentheses.
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regressions in table 5 show again a strong effect of firm size on ownership. Leverage and book to
market have significantly negative coefficients for the whole sample regression and the two subsample regressions and ROA has a significant positive coefficient for the three regressions. None of
the other variables have coefficients that are significant in both subperiods. In contrast to table 4, all
coefficients in the second subperiod are significant except the one for the current ratio. In the second
subperiod, beta and the excess return have significant positive coefficients and the residual variance
has a significant negative coefficient.
Tables 6 and 7 show estimates of the regressions of tables 4 and 5 using Japanese
individual ownership as the dependent variable. One generally would expect Japanese individual
ownership to be related to firm characteristics in the opposite way of foreign ownership since deviations from the market portfolio by foreign investors have to be offset by opposite deviations by the
other investors. However, it could be that what we observed so far reflects more the determinants of
the holdings of shares by long-term Japanese corporate and bank shareholders, in which case individual ownership by Japanese shareholders would exhibit the same relationships with firm characteristics as the ownership by foreign shareholders. The coefficients that are estimated the most precisely in table 6 are the coefficients on leverage, residual variance, book to market and firm size. All
these coefficients have the opposite sign than in table 4 except for the coefficient on leverage. Since
both foreign ownership and individual ownership are negatively related to leverage, this implies that
ownership by corporations and financial institutions must be strongly positively related to leverage.
In contrast to foreign investors, individual investors invest more in small firms, firms with poor performance and firms with nigh book to market. Table 7, which uses both time-series and crosssection information, mostly confirms table 6.
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Table 6
Regression estimates of individual ownership on explanatory variables. Regression coefficients are
the time-series average from year-by-year regressions for the 1976-1991 period.a Average tstatistics are in parentheses. Numbers in brackets are those of coefficients which are significantly
positive at least at the 0.10 level and those of coefficients which are significantly negative at least at
the 0.10 level, respectively.
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Table 7
Time series cross section regression estimates of individual ownership on explanatory variables.
The Fuller-Battese method is used to estimate the model. Only 519 firms with complete data during
the 1975-1991 period are used, t-statistics are in parentheses.
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Section 7. Foreign trade and foreign ownership.
Do foreign investors invest more in firms they may have heard of more? Merton (1987) argues that investors hold shares in firms which they know. Falkenstein (1995) shows that mutual
funds hold more shares in firms that have a lot of news stories associated with them. A proxy for
how well-known a firm is to foreign investors is the extent to which a firm exports. For a subset of
firms (almost all manufacturing firms), we have export amounts made available by Daiwa Securities Co. that enable us to compute the ratio of exports to sales for the parent company. This data
suffers from the fact that it does not have information for unconsolidated foreign subsidiaries. On
average, this data is available for 678 firms per year. The average ratio of exports to sales is 0.1612
per year. Computing the correlation between foreign ownership and the exports ratio, we find an
average correlation of 0.18. This correlation is positive every year and significant at the 0.01 level
for 16 years and at the 0.05 level for one year. It appears from these correlations that foreign investors invest more in firms that have a higher export ratio. However, larger firms are likely to have
higher export ratios, so that the correlations might just reflect the correlation between size and foreign ownership documented earlier.
To separate the effect of the export ratio and the effect of size, we present in table 8 foreign
ownership for size deciles and foreign trade deciles. Ignoring size, foreign ownership increases with
the exports/sales ratio monotonically, going from 3.69% for the lowest exports/sales quintile to
5.71% for the largest. The impact of size is much larger, however, since foreign ownership is on
average 1.80% for the smallest quintile and 7.66% for the largest quintile. Among the largest firms,
the exports/sales ratio is uninformative: foreign ownership is 8.16% on average for the lowest
quintile of the exports/sales ratio and 8.50% for the largest. In contrast, for small firms, foreign
trade seems to affect foreign ownership. In particular, for the smallest size quintile, the firms in the
smallest exports/sales quintile have average ownership of 1.03% and in the largest exports/sales
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Table 8
Mean and median foreign ownership (%) by portfolios formed on market value of equity and then
exports-to-sales ratio during the 1975-1991 period. Each year, the firms for which data is available
on the exports-to-sales ratio are divided into size quintiles. Each quintile is then divided into five
quintiles based on the exports-to-sales ratio. The cells in the table provide the time-series mean
(median) of the yearly means (medians).
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quintile average ownership is 2.82%. There is therefore some evidence that foreign activities matter
for foreign ownership if a firm is small but not if it is large. In constructing table 8, we ignored
firms for which we have no export data. An alternative approach is to assume that these firms have
no exports. If table 8 were constructed that way, the qualitative results would be similar, but the
exports/sales ratio quintiles appear somewhat more related to foreign ownership. We re-estimated
the regressions from tables 5 and 7 on the subsample of 263 companies for which we have export
data every year. The exports-to-sales ratio has an insignificant coefficient in the foreign ownership
regressions for the whole sample and the first half of the sample. It has a positive coefficient of
0.039 with a t-statistic of 2.32 for the second half of the sample, namely the period from 1984 to
1991. For the individual ownership regressions, the exports-to-sales ratio always has a significant
negative coefficient.

Section 8. The investment performance of foreign investors.
Section 3 shows that barriers to international investment that take the form of a deadweight
cost imply that the portfolio of domestic securities held by foreign investors should have a higher
expected return than the portfolio held by domestic investors before taking into account the deadweight cost. Table 9 provides excess returns of foreign investors over the PACAP monthly valueweighted return. To construct the returns of foreign investors, we proceed as follows. For year t, we
use ownership information at the end-of-fiscal year t-1. We use market value information as of the
end of June of year t to construct a portfolio that mimics holdings of foreign investors and then
compute the monthly return on a portfolio with these weights for the next twelve months. Note that
the excess returns for foreign investors are obtained by taking the difference of two Yen returns.
They therefore have the interpretation of excess returns for foreign investors irrespective of their
currency if the optimal currency hedge for Japanese securities is to short an amount of Yen equal to
the price of the security. We investigated the correlation between Yen returns on the portfolio held
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by foreign investors and the Yen/Dollar exchange rate and found the correlation to be economically
trivial and statistically insignificant, so that a hedge ratio of one is appropriate.
The procedure we use allows us to obtain returns for 16 years. Out of these 16 years, foreign investors underperform the value-weighted PACAP portfolio 9 times. Their average excess
return relative to the value-weighted PACAP is negative over the whole sample period and in the
second subsample period, which is the period from 1984 to 1991. The 1984 to 1985 year plays a
crucial role in this underperformance. For that year, foreign investors underperform the valueweighted PACAP portfolio by 1.28%. Without that year, though, there is no underperformance in
average returns, but the median excess return is still negative and foreign investors still underperform 8 years out of 15. No case can be made that foreign investors choose a portfolio that has
greater expected return than the market portfolio as one would expect if the explanation for the
home bias is the existence of a proportional deadweight cost that applies to their investment in the
foreign country.

Section 9. Does foreign investment affect expected returns on domestic securities?
The evidence presented in this paper shows that foreign investors increase the demand of
some domestic securities relative to other domestic securities. One would expect that this differential
demand affects expected returns. In this section, we investigate the relation between expected returns on domestic securities and the holdings of foreign investors. We proceed in the same way as
Fama and French (1992) to find out whether foreign ownership is related to the cross-sectional
variation in expected returns. Each month, we regress returns on foreign ownership. We use the
same timing convention as we did earlier, namely we use the end of fiscal year t-1 ownership data
for 12 months starting with July of year t.
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Table 9
Time-series average excess returns earned by foreign investors during the period 1976-1991 period.
Excess return is the difference between value-weighted monthly returns of foreign investors (where
the weight is Yen market value of each company held by foreign investors divided by total Yen market value held by foreign investors) and value-weighted PACAP monthly market returns. Foreign
ownership is measured in fiscal year t-1 and market value is measured in June of year t. These values are matched with returns for the months from July of year t to June of year t +1. Medians are in
parentheses.
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We provide in table 10 the average slopes of the monthly regressions with t-statistics obtained from
their time-series standard deviation. The average slope for the whole sample is negative but not significant. We also give the average slope obtained from regressions of returns on the log of market
value. There is a size effect throughout our sample and it dominates the foreign ownership effect.
Wen we divide the sample in two subperiods, we find that the average slope for foreign ownership is
insignificantly positive for the first subperiod and significantly negative for the second subperiod.
There is no size effect in the first subperiod but there is a size effect in the second subperiod. When
we allow both for an ownership effect and a size effect, the average coefficient on foreign ownership
is not significant in the second subperiod and its absolute value falls by almost two-thirds. Our evidence shows that there are some traces of foreign ownership in returns. However, this effect seems
weak and does not stand up when we allow for a size effect. Although from the perspective of forecasting expected returns it makes sense to allow for a size effect, the fact that foreign investors seem
to have greater demand for large firm stocks may be a helpful clue in understanding why there is a
size effect. We address this issue and related issues in the next section.

Section 10. Modeling the home bias.
The main finding of this paper is that foreign investors overweight shares of large firms and
of firms with low leverage. This means that models of international portfolio allocation that seek to
explain the home bias by variables that affect all shares in a country cannot explain our evidence.
Future research that tries to explain the home bias has to explain both why foreign investors invest
so little outside of their home country and why, when they invest abroad, they underweight smaller,
riskier firms. In the U.S., it is often argued that informational asymmetries are more important for
smaller firms. This is because larger firms disclose more information and are followed more actively
by analysts and regulators. It may therefore be that foreign investors are less at a disadvantage rela-
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Table 10
Regression estimates of monthly returns on foreign ownership and market value of equity. Regression coefficients are the time-series average from month-by-month regressions for the 7607-9112
period, and t-statistics are the average coefficient divided by its time-series standard error. Foreign
ownership is measured in fiscal year t-1 and market value is measured in June of year t. These values are matched with returns for the months from July of year t to June of year t +1. Average tstatistics are in parentheses.
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tive to domestic investors for large firms than for small firms. In particular, foreign investors who
buy shares of small firms may be more likely to trade with informed, inside investors. In addition,
large firms are more likely to be multinational firms and hence to disclose information in the home
country of foreign investors.
None of the three simple models discussed in section 3 can explain the evidence presented in
this paper. A straightforward extension of one of the models seems promising, however. Consider
the model with information asymmetries. The version of the model we considered assumed that foreign investors have only historical data to form their predictive distribution over asset returns. If,
instead, foreign investors have additional information that differs across securities, they no longer
hold the tangency portfolio if the information they have differs from the information that domestic
investors have. It seems reasonable to assume that foreign investors are less informed than domestic
investors about all securities, but that this information asymmetry is larger for small firms than
large firms. With such an assumption about information asymmetry, the portfolio held by foreign
investors will be overweighted in large firms and foreign investors will exhibit a home bias. A simple way to implement this idea in the model with information asymmetries of section 3 is to assume
that the variance-covariance matrix of the predictive distribution for foreign investors can be written
as HVH where H is a diagonal matrix where the diagonal elements are given by a function f(MV),
with f (MV) < 0, where MV is the market value of a firm's common stock. The upper-bound on
f(MV) is (t+l)/t. With this assumption, the optimal portfolio for foreign investors becomes:

This model leads to the following result:

Proposition 4 (Size-based informational asymmetry). If H > I for foreign investors and H =
I for domestic investors, there is an expected home bias and foreign investors are expected to over-
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weight large domestic firms in their portfolio provided that, for each j , the predictive covariance of
security j ' s return with the foreign investors' portfolio of domestic securities is greater than minus
the predictive variance of that security j time it's portfolio weight.

Proof. Taking expectation of (3), we can replace the foreign investors' estimate of the drift
vector with the true drift vector. For given u. and V, assuming H = I for domestic investors, it follows from equation (3) that:

Keeping expected returns unchanged, it follows that firm size and portfolio proportions must be
negatively related for foreign investors since the derivative of the portfolio proportion for asset I,
we, is given by:

The requirement on the covariance of security i in the Proposition insures that the term in curly
brackets is positive, which completes the proof since f (MV;) is negative.

Proposition 4 delivers portfolio weights such that foreign investors overweight large domestic firms and such that they underweight the domestic portfolio. It would be surprising if information
asymmetries alone could explain the magnitude of the home bias, but a model with the sunk cost
described in section 3 and information asymmetries could be successful in explaining existing asset
allocations described in this paper. Interestingly, such a model would be consistent with the greater
turnover from foreign investors than from domestic investors emphasized by Tesar and Werner
(1995) because foreign investors change their predictive distribution continuously.
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Section 11. Conclusion.
This paper provides evidence on the distribution of foreign share ownership in Japan from
1975 to 1991. We confirm the existence of a substantial home bias using a different data source and
show, further, that ownership by foreign investors is consistently and strongly biased against small
firms. Existing models that are consistent with the existence of a home bias presented in section 3
are inconsistent with our evidence since these models predict either that foreign investors hold the
market portfolio of a country or a portfolio overweighted towards high expected excess return securities. We show that a model in which foreign investors know more about large domestic than
small domestic firms is consistent with the cross-sectional variation in ownership. Further research
should investigate conditions under which a model based on informational asymmetries could explain both the level and the cross-sectional variation in foreign ownership documented here.
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